Exploring Iris
by Jordan Pal

TEACHER WORKSHEET: GRADES 4-6
Iris by Jordan Pal gives you and your students a wonderful introduction into the world of timbre, or the
quality of the sound, and the way a composer might use layers of sound to create different textures.
Age-appropriate explorations of these elements for students in Grades 4–6 include learning about the
timbre of individual instruments versus the homogenous sound of a whole ensemble, and how those
sounds can be used specifically and intentionally to express emotion, convey meaning, or evoke settings
and characters. The following activities will help your students to explore these musical elements in Iris
and other music they encounter.

OBJECTIVES
Learn to focus on different layers and qualities of sound by listening to Iris using the Melody Tracker at
TSO.CA/elearning.
Discover how composers think about the timbre of different instruments and ensembles and use them
for particular expressive purposes.

STEPS
Help your students, individually or in partners, to access Iris and the Melody Tracker on the Toronto
Symphony Orchestra website. Have students listen to the excerpt and then use the Melody Tracker to
follow the principal line around the Orchestra.
Give each student a copy of the Activity #1 worksheet on the following page. Play Iris in its entirety for
the students, and, while they listen, invite them to brainstorm ideas based on the worksheet prompts.
Think-Pair-Share as a class about what they envisioned. Notice where many students made similar
choices and where they also made unique or individual choices.
Invite students to think like composers and brainstorm based on the prompts in Activity #2.
Think-Pair-Share their thoughts and ideas.

TAKING IT FURTHER
Have students choose one prompt they are excited about from Activity #2, and see if they can find an
example of the instrument or ensemble they chose online. Think-Pair-Share their sounds and whether
their choice sounded like what they expected.

STUDENT REFERENCE MATERIAL
Students may have varying degrees of experience with musical instruments and types of musical
ensembles. If your students need some additional background knowledge to help them be more
successful with the following activities, here is a short list of instruments and ensembles you could look
up together online to listen to before completing Activity #2.

ENSEMBLE

TYPICAL INSTRUMENTS FOUND IN THAT ENSEMBLE

Symphony orchestra

violin, viola, cello, double bass, flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, trumpet, trombone, French horn, tuba, timpani, glockenspiel, percussion

Choir

soprano, alto, tenor, and bass voice; piano; organ

Orff ensemble

soprano, alto, and bass xylophones and metallophones; soprano and
alto glockenspiels; contra bass bars

West African drumming
ensemble

djembe drum, dundun drum, gankogui bell, axatse shaker

Rock band

voice, electric guitar, electric bass, keyboard, synthesizers, drum kit,
electronic drums

Folk band

voice, acoustic guitar, banjo, mandolin, fiddle, double bass,
tambourine, shakers, hand drums

Electronic music

synthesizers, samplers, drum machines, turntables
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IMAGINING SOUNDS!
Activity #1
While you listen to the recording of the piece Iris by Jordan Pal, brainstorm about what it
sounds like in the following ways:

If this song were an emotion, what emotion would it be?

If this song were an animal, what animal would it be?

If this song were a weather system, what kind of weather would it be?

If this song were in a movie soundtrack, what would the setting or the scene be?

If this song were a theme song for a character (pre-existing or imagined), whose theme
song would it be?
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IMAGINING SOUNDS!
Activity #2
Now it’s your turn to play the composer and choose what sounds you might use to paint
a specific musical picture for your audience. Remember that you can choose an
individual instrument sound, but you can also think about the sound of a whole group,
like a symphony orchestra or a rock band!
What instrument or musical ensemble would you use to depict:
A herd of elephants?
A flock of birds taking flight?
A mother whale and her baby?
A polar bear on an ice floe?
Your favourite animal?
What instrument or musical ensemble would you use to depict:
Friendship?
Moving away?
Doing well on a test?
An argument?
A celebration or party?
If you were going to compose your own instrumental piece, what would be your
inspiration?
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